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About This Game

Go back in time and experience “The Fabulous Fifties” in a game that relives the period, vehicles and street races of the
legendary 50´s films. Customize your car and compete in 8 different race modes, through five completely different 50´s themed

areas and become the King of the Road!

For many years, street racings have been popular around Sierra Lake, one of California’s most famous cities. Flashy cars driven
by skilled racers, with lots of money at stake and of course beautiful girls create - an explosive cocktail where only the bravest

compete.
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i like the handling, unfortunately it crashes sometimes. Please fix the knowing bugs and update game some new stuff. If you like
classic cars, go watch a movie or something. This 'game' is torture. Don't make yourself go through this pain.. DON'T BUY IT!
GAME RUNS WITH A CRAPPY EMULATOR! PERMANENT LOADING LOOPS AND CRASHING! UNPLAYABLE! I
WANT MY MONEY BACK!. It's so bad that it's good. Oh, wait. It's bad. Very bad.... Volvo delete this
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I did right a review of this game a couple of months ago on the week of release. But you know I think I I might of been too
harsh. So here is my new review of the game, if you can even call it that.

If you asked me to sum up Motorama in a few short words it would be. S h i t heap of broken physics and gameplay.

Well Motorama seemed like a very good game on paper but now that they have made it this game should have been thrown in
the bin and set fire too as soon as it was thought up. The games physics are just outright broken and glitched. The other racers
have a tendency to just give up and sit the rest of the race out and let you do endless laps because the race never ends. This game
was so♥♥♥♥♥♥I decided to contacte the devs for a refund but no. They said that they couldn't do that as Steam had taken
variosue taxes from it. But these guys couldn't just send me the £12 I spent on this game straight to my visa account. Ahhhhh.
Customer satisfaction seems really to be key with these guys.

It was like they don't even care about the game and that they have released it.

Lead Game Developer: "DONE! Job done guys we can all go get wasted even more now then whilst we were making the game.
GG guys GG" Thats what I can imagie was going through thier heads when they released this pile of horse poo.

I refuse to buy anything from this developer for quite a while. I mean they are used to making 2D platformers but I guess this
was just to big for them.

Never again. NEVER AGAIN!. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGNtTk7m5BA&list=PLdC3pP79J-
A9vVBkItqiJkURqd3aUW2Lv

The music is awful. You can literally hear where the music loops. And there are only a few tracks. Worse is the BGM is tied to
the level you're racing on, so the first few courses are tiring. Best bet is to just turn the Music slider to off and leave the effects
on.

It's also buggy. There are two different parts in my LP where I fall through the world and another where my car is just going
through psychedelic colors for no apparent reason.

It also feels like a milquetoast Unity game. It's a weird sentiment, but if you've played a Unity platformer, there is a resemblance
to other games you've played. I am having difficulty putting my finger on it, but it doesn't feel like they tuned the game all that
much outside of the imported physics engine.

The AI is laughably easy. All you need to do is shove them and then it's practically game over for them. They'll be zigging and
zagging all through the course.

Having said all that, I was still having fun. The progression system is a bit too slow, but there is one level where you can grind
money fairly easily. Also, it's not often you get to play a racing game set in the late 50's/early 60's hot rodding era. I only went
two ranks deep, but I haven't had a chance to race for pink slips yet. I'm not sure if it's in the game, but that would be nice.
(maybe it's because I only have one car?)

If it gets cheap enough on Steam sale or gets bundled, definitely give it a try.. This game is alot of fun despite it's few bugs it
looks good on the Unity engine

The gameplay is alot of fun and it is keyboard/controller style gaming, drifting is fun and tracks rather large so plenty of
powersliding room, lots of upgrades can be done for performance and there are visual upgrades to which are little limited.

Its good break from later cars with the game set in the 1950's sort brings back memorys of game i used to play in school Street
rod and the game makes the 50's era work rather well, there is great deal of cars for small game and anyone into this era of cars
will notice some familiar looking cars

There is no damage or performance loss when crash, and options are limited standard unity selection pretty much
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The game does have some bugs music issue is worst for me if turned off it turns back on only in menus, The AI are very crazy
and do ghost through the traffic and really need option to turn of motion blur when using Nos

I think if the developer fixes some bugs maybe add in some nice classic V8 sounds they will be on a winner

The price is ok i think discount price of $16.99 USD is about right

It won't be everyones cup of coffee but it sure is for me i enjoy and will continue to play it. I couldn't afford to feed all of my
girlfriends. :<. just an overall terrible game if you can even call it that.. DON'T BUY IT!
GAME RUNS WITH A CRAPPY EMULATOR! PERMANENT LOADING LOOPS AND CRASHING! UNPLAYABLE! I
WANT MY MONEY BACK!. Do you see all the bad reviews the game has ? believe them because the game is really really
awful.. This is pretty terrible

Career consists of trying to win races in a car which is too-slow against AI which cheats (driving THROUGH stuff)

Traffic "appears out of nowhere" (spawning in plain sight STATIONARY!)

Scenery pops-up all-over-the-place (been a while since I noticed that nit a game)

The music loop even has an obvious glitchpoint!!

I'd skip this if I were you.... Trying to finish a race in first is one thing, but when you have to struggle to even finish a race, that's
when we need to talk.
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